Better Delivery Promises at Lower Cost: Concurrent Optimization of Truck and Labor Schedules in Amazon's Middle Mile

Abstract: In Amazon's Middle Mile network, Critical Pull Times (CPTs) define the timing of truck departures that connect facilities in the network, such as Fulfillment Centers, Sortation Centers, and Delivery Stations. In this talk, I will present a mixed-integer programming model that optimizes the schedule of these CPTs. The model navigates complex trade-offs, aiming to maximize Volume Availability (the alignment between inbound volume and scheduled labor) while improving the delivery speed offerings for customers and minimizing violations of operational constraints at Amazon facilities. In light of the interdependence between CPT schedules and labor requirements, the model concurrently recommends modifications to both the existing CPT schedule and facilities' labor plans. The integrated approach, allowing for changes to labor plans, enables objective improvements with fewer or no modifications to the CPT schedule itself. Through an analysis of various scenarios, we showcase the effectiveness of the model, highlighting the significant benefits of simultaneously optimizing CPT schedules and labor plans.
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